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Surge of infections undermines economic momentum 
 
Eurozone retail sales decreased by 0.3% month on month in September, down from the 
1% monthly growth seen in August. Among the countries in the eurozone, Germany led 
the decrease with a monthly drop of 2.5%. Meanwhile, the preliminary reading of the 
eurozone services purchasing managers’ index (PMI) was reported to be 56.6 in 
November, up from 54.6 in October. The recent rebound in confirmed Covid-19 cases has 
prompted a reintroduction of lockdowns in some cities, while soaring prices will make 
consumers more cautious and put further pressure on retail sales.  
 
Industrial production contracted further, falling by 0.2% monthly in September, albeit less 
than the 1.7% drop seen in August. The weakest area was the production of capital goods, 
which saw a 0.7% monthly dip as a result of the continued energy crunch and supply chain 
bottlenecks. On the external front, demand for eurozone exports remained subdued. 
Exports decreased by 0.4% month on month in September, while imports increased by 
1.5%. The manufacturing PMI, on the other hand, picked up unexpectedly. The 
preliminary reading of the manufacturing PMI was 58.6 in November, slightly higher than 
58.3 in October. 
 
Eurozone inflation was estimated to be 4.9% in November, up from 4.1% in October. Due 
to supply constraints of natural gas, energy prices surged by 27.4% year on year in 
November. 
 
In the period between end-October and end-November, the 7-day rolling average of 
confirmed cases in the eurozone notably jumped from around 72,000 to 188,000. In the 
wake of a marked rebound of confirmed Covid-19 infections in the eurozone, some 
governments implemented tougher vaccination requirements and even reintroduced 
lockdown measures. In France, President Emmanuel Macron has announced that French 
people aged over 65 are required to get Covid-19 booster jabs before they can dine out 
or take long-distance journeys from mid-December onwards.  

 

       

Market Monitor – Eurozone 

Economic activity faces 
challenges of rebounding 
numbers of confirmed 
cases and a reintroduction 
of lockdowns. 
 
Carbon prices rise 
alongside COP26 climate 
summit talks about 
strengthening the global 
carbon market. 
 
New coronavirus variant 
prompt fears in the stock 
market.  

Fresh Covid Outbreaks Limit Economic Recovery 
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The prime minister of the Netherlands’ caretaker government announced in mid-
November that the country would enter a strict three-week lockdown in a bid to contain 
Covid-19 infection rates. Measures include the closure of bars, restaurants, and essential 
shops by 8 p.m. and of non-essential shops by 6 p.m. The rebound of Covid-19 infection 
rates and the reintroduction of lockdown measures are expected to put pressure on the 
eurozone’s economic recovery. 
 
 
Carbon prices rise against backdrop of COP26 climate summit 
 
The COP26 UN Climate Conference was held in early November. During the conference, 
the EU partnered with the US to launch the Global Methane Pledge, with initatives which 
over 100 countries have signed up to. The pledge aims to slash collective methane 
emissions by at least 30% by 2030 from the levels of 2020. 
 
With an increasing expectation of decarbonisation through strengthened carbon markets, 
European carbon prices have soared since early November. Between end-October and  
end-November, European carbon prices increased by 25.2%. Looking ahead, rising carbon 
prices will encourage companies to transition toward a greener energy mix, but the 
increase may also imply higher energy costs and inflationary pressure globally.  
 
 
New coronavirus variant hits the European stocks 
 
From early to mid-November, the European equity market has extended its rally with 
stronger investor confidence, fuelled by positive earnings reports and dovish central bank 
policy. European Central Bank (ECB) president Christine Lagarde reiterated her view that 
an interest rate hike in 2022 is unlikely and that inflation is expected to moderate next 
year from its currently high level. A dovish ECB monetary policy stance now seems more 
likely than in previous months.  
 
Nevertheless, in late November, the emergence of coronavirus variant Omicron added 
fears to the market about the economic prospects. The soaring market fears caused the 
stock market to slump. 
 
The pan-European Stoxx 600 Index fell by 2.6% between end-October and end-November. 
During the same period, the German DAX Index dropped by 3.8% while the French CAC 
Index decreased by 1.6%. 
 
 
Government bond yields decline  
 
The new round of Covid-19 outbreaks in the eurozone and the increasing risk of the 
spread of Omicron variant have posed the threats to the economic recovery, with some  
member states reintroducing lockdowns to contain the spread of the virus. The 
heightened economic risks from Covid-19 outbreaks has accelerated demand for 
eurozone government bonds as safe assets, whose yields are inversely related to prices. 
Between end-October and end-November, German 10-year government bond yields 
decreased from -0.106% to -0.349%. 
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On 30th November, the extra yield demanded by investors to hold 10-year Italian bonds 
instead of their German equivalents was about 1.32 percentage points, slightly up from 
the 1.28 percentage points seen at end-October. 
 
 
Euro depreciates against stronger US dollar 
 
The euro depreciated by a significant 1.90% against the US dollar in the period between 
the end of October and end-November, trading at USD 1.1338. The higher-than-expected 
US consumer price readings in October contributed to the strength of the US dollar, 
weakening the euro. Against the backdrop of a tapering of asset purchase programme 
and the solidifying expectation of earlier rate hikes in the US, while the ECB’s dovish 
monetary policy is expected to remain in place, the euro is under pressure to drop further 
in the near term.  
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Disclaimer 

This document is prepared by The Bank of East Asia, Limited (“BEA”) for customer reference only. Other than disclosures 
relating to BEA, the content is based on information available to the public and reasonably believed to be reliable, but has 
not been independently verified. Any projections and opinions contained herein are as of the date hereof, are expressed 
solely as general market commentary, and do not constitute an offer of securities, nor a solicitation, suggestion, investment 
advice, or guaranteed return. The information, forecasts, and opinions contained herein are as of the date hereof and are 
subject to change without prior notification, and should not be regarded as any investment product or market 
recommendations. This document has not been reviewed by the Securities and Futures Commission of Hong Kong, Hong 
Kong Monetary Authority, or any regulatory authority in Hong Kong. 

BEA will update the published research as needed and as required by the law. In addition to certain reports published on a 
periodic basis, other reports may be published at irregular intervals as appropriate without prior notice. 

No representation or warranty, express or implied, is given by or on behalf of BEA, as to the accuracy or completeness of 
the information and stated returns contained in this document, and no liability is accepted for any loss arising, directly or 
indirectly, from any use of such information (whether due to infringements or contracts or other aspects). Investment 
involves risks. The price of investment products may go up or down. Past performance is not indicative of future 
performance. The investments mentioned in this document may not be suitable for all investors, and the specific 
investment objectives or experience, financial situation, or other needs of each recipient are not considered. Therefore, you 
should not make any investment decisions based solely on this document. You should make investment decisions based on 
your own investment objectives, investment experience, financial situation, and specific needs; if necessary, you should 
seek independent professional advice before making any investment. 

The views and opinions in this document do not constitute the official views of BEA. 

This document is the property of BEA and is protected by relevant intellectual property laws. Without the prior written 
consent of BEA, the information herein is not allowed to be copied, transferred, sold, distributed, published, broadcast, 
circulated, modified, or developed commercially, in either electronic or printed forms, nor through any media platforms 
that exist now or are developed later. 

For more information, please visit our webpage at https://www.hkbea.com/html/en/bea-about-bea-economic-
research.html. For any enquiries, please contact the Economic Research Department (email: lerd@hkbea.com, tel: (852) 
3609-1504, post: GPO Box 31, Hong Kong). 
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